
 
 

 
 

Using the data,we will plan 2 or 3 Anchor ChartsLevels to collaboratively create with  
the children during Explicit Teaching(Assessment FOR learning)and display on a ‘wall that teaches’. 
We will plan to include the lowest Level of understandingfrom the data (Assessment FOR learning). 
If the lowest Level is not included, the children with the lowest Levels of understanding will need an adult to sit with 
them as they Investigate. This will all but guarantee that they won’t learn independently because they are not being 
given the opportunity to learn independently(Assessment AS learning).  
We will plan to include further Anchor Charts of the Levels identified in the pre-assessment data, to create 
collaboratively with the children during ExplicitTeaching(Assessment FOR learning). 

In the Explicit Teaching we will use Questioning (using the strategic questions from the Explicit Teaching Plans)as 
we create the Anchor Charts collaboratively with the children to allow us to gather further formative assessment data 
(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
We won’t include every Level identified in the pre-assessment in the Explicitly Teaching in the first lesson (we will 
likely have too many Levels to include in one lesson!). But we willuse our professional teacher judgment to select 2 
or 3 key Levels with Logical Basis(Assessment FOR learning).  
Because we are using questioning (using the strategic questions from the Explicit Teaching Plans) as we create the 
Anchor Charts collaboratively with the children, we can stop the Explicit Teaching when most children are no longer 
able to explain their understanding. We can simply say, ‘Let’s stop here and start to investigate’. and allow children to 
select a Level to begin to investigate. Because of this, we may not actually include every Level that we planned to in the 
Explicit Teaching. We will save any Levels planned but not included in the lesson’s Explicit Teaching, to be included in 
subsequent lessons(Assessment FOR and AS learning).   
 

Using the                                 data, data we will also plan and implementany identified                                    and  

in the first lesson. 

 

 
  

DIFFERENTIATING THE EXPLICIT TEACHING IN THE FIRST LESSON 
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After the Explicit Teaching, where we created Anchor Charts 
collaboratively with the children, we will have children sit in mixed 
abilities, andallow each child to select the Levelthat is just beyond their 
current understandingto investigate with productive struggle.(Assessment 
AS learning). 
Because we included the lowest Level of understanding in the Explicit 
Teaching, and Integration and Intervention, the children with the lowest 
understanding are also able to be given the opportunity to investigate 
and learn independently(Assessment AS learning).  
Initially we may need to guide children to theLevel that is just beyond  
their current understanding(Assessment FORlearning).  
Due to a fixed mindset, some children may initially select a Level that is too  
high for their current understanding (boys with a fixed mindset are most  
likely to overshoot) and some children may initially select a Level that is lower than their current understanding (girls 
with a fixed mindset are most likely to undershoot). As children develop a growth mindset, they will more accurately 
identify what they already understand, and what they ready to develop their understanding of next(Assessment AS 
learning). 
To guide a child to the Level that we identify is just beyond their current understanding, we can ask each child which 
Level they think they are ready to investigate (most will be pretty accurate). Those children that over shoot may be 
guided to a lower Level by saying, ‘I’d like you to try Level … first, and then you can go onto that Level’. Those children 
that undershoot may be guided to a higher Level by saying, ‘Try that Level, and then you may be ready to move to the 
next Level’(Assessment FORlearning). 
Allowing each child to select the Level that is just beyond their current understanding and guiding in these 
ways,buildsauthentic growth mindset as children engage in productive struggle(Assessment AS learning). 
As children investigate and engage in productive struggle independently, we are free to roam, guide, observe, 
question, and prompt every child(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
 

How can they be encouraged and taught to Investigate independently?  
And why is independent Investigation important? 

Independently Investigating, and engaging in productive struggle, is when children are learning(Assessment AS 
learning). When we are Explicitly Teaching, the children are learning nothing(Assessment FOR learning). It is not 
until they have the opportunity to Investigate independently, engaging in productive struggle, that they learn, that they 
identify what theycurrently understand. As long as each child is investigating at just beyond their current Level of 
understanding, their struggle will be productive(Assessment AS learning).  
For children who not yet able to investigate independently, part of their learning is going to be focused on 
developing their capacity to investigate independently(Assessment AS learning). If they have always had an adult 
sitting with them as they investigate, they will have developed the mindset that they can only learn with an adult. If we 
continue to provide an adult, they will continue to think they cannot learn independently. 
So how do we encourage and teach them to investigate independently? In small steps. Because the children are 
sitting in mixed abilities, the surrounding children are investigating independently.As we roam, if a child is not 
investigating, we will pause, give them the first instruction (which may even just be, ‘Open your book’ or may 
actually be the first step in their Investigation ‘Select numbers that you are ready to …’) and then we will walk away. 
We will not remain with the child as they follow (or don’t follow) the instruction. Remaining while they follow the 
instruction reinforces the mindset that they only learn with an adult(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 

DIFFERENTIATING THE INVESTIGATION IN THE FIRST LESSON 

WHAT ABOUT CHILDREN WHO ARE NOT YET ABLE TO INVESTIGATE INDEPENDENTLY?  

     
         

     
     
        

        
  

     
         

     
   

       
  

Productive struggle occurs 
when a child is investigating a Level  
that is just beyond their current 
understanding, when continued 
investigation at this Level, with just the 
right amount and type of support, will 
allow them to expand their  
understanding.  
Non-productive struggle occurs 
when a child is investigating a Level that 
is not just beyond their current 
understanding, and continued 
investigation of this Level will not expand 
their understanding. 
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We will continue to roam, free to guide, observe, question, and prompt every child before returning to the 
children who are not yet able to Investigate independently, either repeating the initial instruction, or, referring to the 
Anchor Chart, giving the next instruction – and then walking away(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
It may take some time to change a child’s mindset to believe they can learn independently. If a child can only 
demonstrate learning with an adult sitting with them, and cannot demonstrate the same learning without the adult, they 
have not learnt anything(Assessment AS learning). 
 

We will useto identify the Level or the                                    or the                               
thateach child will investigate, and that we will include in the Explicit Teaching, in eachsubsequent lesson(Assessment 
FOR learning). 
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Using thedata from the previous lesson,we will plan for which Levels we will  
create Anchor Chartscollaboratively with the children during Explicit Teaching in the subsequent lesson(Assessment 
FORlearning). 
We will plan to 

• re-create any Levels that we have identified from the embedded assessment in the previous lesson, 
that children have demonstrated they needed to have Explicitly Taught again.We will take down the 
previous Anchor Chart, and collaboratively with the children create a replacement(Assessment FOR learning). 

• include further Anchor Charts of the Levels identified in the previous lesson’s embedded assessment 
data, to create collaboratively with the children during Explicit Teaching(Assessment FOR learning).  

In the Explicit Teaching in every subsequent lesson, we will continue touse Questioning (using the strategic 
questions from the Explicit Teaching Plans) to allow us to gather further formative assessment data (assessment FOR 
learning). 
We may not include every prior Level identified in the pre- and embedded assessment, nor the grade Levelfor a 
few lessons because there may be a large number of Levels, and because we will only include Levels that a child has 
demonstrated they are ready to investigate. We willuse our professional teacher judgment to select these 
Levelseach lesson.Over time, every Level will be included in the Anchor Chart ‘wall that teaches’. The Anchor Chart 
wall that teaches can be added to, amended, and remain displayed all year, allowing children to progress seamlessly in 
their understanding. 
Because we are continuing to use questioning(using the strategic questions from the Explicit Teaching Plans) as we 
create the Anchor Charts collaboratively with the children, we again can stop the Explicit Teaching when most 
children are no longer able to explain their understanding. We will save any Levels planned but not included in the 
lesson’s Explicitly Teaching, to be included in subsequent lessons.   

Using the                              data,we will also plan and implement any identified  
 and       in this and subsequent lessons. 
  

DIFFERENTIATING THE EXPLICIT TEACHING IN THE SUBSEQUENT LESSON, 
AND EACH SUBSEQUENT LESSON 
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Again,after the Explicit Teaching, where we created Anchor Charts 
collaboratively with the children, we will have children sit in mixed 
abilities, andallow each child to select the Levelthat is just beyond 
their current understanding to investigate with productive 
struggle.(Assessment AS learning). 
Again, because we included the lowest Level of understanding in the 
Explicit Teaching, and Integration and Intervention, the children with the 
lowest understanding are also able to be given the opportunity to 
investigate and learn independently(Assessment AS learning).  
Again, initially we may need to guide children to the Level that is just 
beyond their current understanding(Assessment FORlearning).  
Due to a fixed mindset, some children may again select a Level that is too 
high for their current understanding (boys with a fixed mindset are most 
likely to over shoot) and some children may again select a Level that is 
lower than their current understanding (girls with a fixed mindset are most  
likely to undershoot). As children continue to develop a growth mindset, they will more accurately identify what they 
already understand, and what they ready to develop their understanding of next (Assessment AS learning). 
Again, to guide a child to the Level that we identify is just beyond their current understanding, we can ask each child 
which Level they think they are ready to investigate (most will be pretty accurate). Those children that over shoot may 
be guided to a lower Level by saying, ‘I’d like you to try Level … first, and then you can go onto that Level’. Those 
children that undershoot may be guided to a higher Level by saying, ‘Try that Level, and then you may be ready to 
move to the next Level’(Assessment FORlearning).  
Again, allowing each child to select the Level that is just beyond their current understanding and guiding in these ways, 
buildsauthentic growth mindset as children engage in productive struggle (Assessment AS learning). 
Again, as children investigate and engage in productive struggle independently, we are free to roam, guide, observe, 
question, and prompt every child(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
 

How can they continue to be encouraged and taught to Investigate independently? 
And why does it continue to be important for all children to independently investigate? 

When we are Explicitly Teaching, the children are learning nothing(Assessment FOR learning). It is not until they 
have the opportunity to engage in productive struggle by independently Investigating, that they learn, that they identify 
what their current understand is. As long as each child is investigating at just beyond their current Level of 
understanding, their struggle will be productive(Assessment AS learning).  
For children who not yet able to investigate independently after 2 or more lessons, it is vital that we don’t give up 
and revert to providing an adult, as this will ensure that they will continue to think they cannot learn independently. If a 
child can only demonstrate learning with an adult sitting with them, and cannot demonstrate the same learning without 
the adult, they have not learnt anything.Part of their learning is going to continue to be focused on developing 
their capacity to investigate independently(Assessment AS learning). If they have always had an adult sitting with 
them as they investigate, this may take many lessons. 
So how do we continue to encourage and teach them to investigate independently?Continue in small steps. 
Again, because the children are sitting in mixed abilities, the surrounding children are investigating independently. As 
we roam, if a child is not yet investigating, we will pause, give them the first instruction (which again may just be, 
‘Open your book’ or may actually be the first step in their Investigation ‘Select numbers that you are ready to …’) and 
again, we will then walk away. Again, we will not remain with the child as they follow (or don’t follow) the instruction. 

DIFFERENTIATING THE INVESTIGATION IN THE SUBSEQUENT  LESSON 
AND EACH SUBSEQUENT LESSON 

WHAT ABOUT CHILDREN WHO ARE STILL  NOT YET ABLE TO INVESTIGATE INDEPENDENTLY?  

Productive struggle occurs 
when a child is investigating a Level  
that is just beyond their current 
understanding, when continued 
investigation at this Level, with just the 
right amount and type of support, will 
allow them to expand their  
understanding.  
Non-productive struggle occurs 
when a child is investigating a Level that 
is not just beyond their current 
understanding, and continued 
investigation of this Level will not expand 
their understanding. 
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Remaining while they follow the instruction continues to reinforce the mindset that they only learn with an adult 
(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
We will continue to roam, free to guide, observe, question, and prompt every child before returning to the 
children who are not yet able to Investigate independently, either repeating the initial instruction, or, referring to the 
Anchor Chart, giving the next instruction – and then walking away(Assessment FOR and AS learning). 
 
We will useto identify the Level or the                                   or the                               
thateach child will investigate, and that we will include in the Explicit Teaching, in each subsequent lesson 
(Assessment FOR learning). 
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